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“I want to support the development of new titles for mobile game platforms.” – God of War Producer, Mark Adair “As a mobile developer, we want to support people who are developing innovative titles.” – NPL development manager Mobile game development company NplToday will make its first support for an overseas game as it has announced a
partnership with developer and publisher Media Navel, for the development of fantasy action RPG, Tarnished, that will be released for smartphones and tablets in the international market. The game tells the story of an underdog hero named Tarnished who is born in an unknown world and guides his way into adulthood. During the game, he must
grow from a scrawny and fearless boy into a powerful warrior, while further developing his hidden potential. The Battles in Tarnished A detailed fantasy action RPG where the battles are more intense than previous titles. • An Epic Drama Born from a Myth A legendary sword called Medallion No. 4 has been found in a different world and players play
as three different characters. • Innovative Strategic Movement with Depth Strategic battles are made by seamlessly changing the formations and positions of enemies while striking their weak points. • Unique Enhancements for Each Character Character abilities and attributes receive upgrades according to your playstyle, such as increasing your
strength to become a strong warrior or mastering magic. • Huge Battles that You Can’t Skip All the dungeons you enter in the game are actually the result of an ancient civil war and the powerful characters you face in the game have strategic weaknesses. As you battle, you will feel the intense tension of every one of your attacks. About Media
Navel An independent company that makes mobile games in the Japanese and overseas markets with strength in the simulation genres. The company supports the development of the Korean market, releasing games such as Fantasy Island, Cosmic Star Heroine, and Mystic House. media navel (a) is a registered trademark of Media navel Co., Ltd.
# # # # # ABOUT NPL NPL, established in 2002, is a mobile and PC game development company specialized in 2D and 3D games for smartphones and tablets. With a focus on action games, NPL has developed many popular games, such as Odallus, Dragalia Lost, Master Rank, and Yu-Gi-Oh! Dragon Ruler of Stormbluff. Check the N

Features Key:
Warrior Skills and The Experience Points System: The abilities to make a great warrior have been added.
A Smarter and More Active Combat System: Melee attacks using the Change Weapon feature more accurately reflect the actions you can perform as well as the hit locations.
Innovative Enemies: The heroes and enemies, such as the goblin tribe and the Renbukog, have been changed to make the game even more enjoyable.
Best Adventure Game Ever: A thrilling story borne of the rich traditional quality of tabletop RPG, but easily accessible and understandable to new players, with real-time battles.
– Dynamic Events with a variety of outcomes: The party will not automatically win as the game proceeds, and the situation will change from time to time according to the actions of your party members. In contrast to the turn-based combat system of a traditional RPG where you can predict the opponent’s reaction beforehand, the party’s reactions
are reflected in the events that occur! – An enriching, daring battle area: The game places much emphasis on depicting the action in the battle zone with a stunning picture and stereo effect.
Incredible Realism: With a variety of effects, including all effects in your outlook, the game details gear that can be held and equipped, the movements of party members, and even the backdrops for the battle zone.
First-Person Choir Battles: The soundtrack alternates between choral and film-style arrangements to create an original song, focusing on exciting battle scenes and emotions from different perspectives. It features a series of original arrangements and songs that will sound good together or separately, and is a piece of assistance that actively
helps players create a top-notch battle.
An Expansive Environment and a High Level of Cinematic Imagery: A wide variety of routes are spread out through the major towns and dungeons, and stretch as far as the eye can see and become more impressive the farther you get. A party that is obsessed with highland battles and is used to exploring the area’s interior will find the
scenery there impressive.
Item Use and New Main Scenario features:
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